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A graph with { f  1) labels on the edges is a-balanced if the sum of the labels on 
each induced cycle is congruent (mod 4) to the related entry of a given vector a. A 
(0, f  1 } matrix is a-balanced if an associated graph with ( f  11 labels on the edges is 
a-balanced. The condition of a-balancedness for a matrix turns out to be equivalent 
to the requirement that certain elementary submatrices have absolute determinant 
as specified by the entries of a. First the graphs that may be labelled to become a- 
balanced for a given vector a are characterized. Subsequently a concept of almost 
representation of matroids is introduced, and necessary and sufftcient conditions for 
a matroid to be almost represented by a matrix are given. Then these results on 
almost representation are combined with the characterization of a-balancedness to 
establish a new characterization of GF(3)representable and (as a special case) 
regular matroids. A new characterization of totally unimodular matrices is a 
corollary. These results imply known characterizations of GF(3)representable and 
regular matroids by R. Reid and W. T. Tutte, respectively. They also unify 
W. T. Tutte’s work on regular matroids and P. Camion’s results for totally 
unimodular matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let a be a vector with {0, 1, 2, 3) entries which are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the node-set induced cycles of a graph G with { f 1 } 
labels on its edges. Graph G is said to be a-balanced if the sum of the labels 
of each induced cycle C is congruent (mod 4) to the corresponding entry czc 
of a. Given a matrix A over some field, define the bipartite graph G(A) as 
follows. Each node corresponds to a row or column of A, and an edge with 
label A, connects nodes i and j if A, # 0. We will say that {0, f 1) A is a- 
balanced if G(A) is a-balanced for a given vector a. The second section gives 
a characterization of graphs that can become a-balanced for a given a by a 
suitable selection of labels. We then link a-balancedness with GF(3)- 
representability of matroids. In Section 3 we first introduce a concept of 
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almost representability of matroids over a field, then establish necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a matrix to almost represent a matroid. In Section 4 
these results are combined with the characterization of a-balancedness to a 
new characterization of matroids representable over GF(3). In the final 
section we specialize the latter characterization by requiring the matroids to 
be also representable over G1;(2), thus getting a new characterization of 
regular matroids. A new characterization of totally unimodular matrices is a 
corollary. 
The concept of a-balancedness for matrices generalizes Berge’s original 
definition of balancedness for (0, 1 } matrices [ 1, 21 as well as the related 
extension to {0, fl} matrices proposed in [ 111. Specifically, balancedness of 
[ 1,2, 1 l] is the same as a-balancedness if and only if a is the zero vector. 
With one important exception [ 1 I] the results presented here are largely 
unrelated to previous work on balanced matrices [ 1, 2, 6, 9, 1 I]. Here we lift 
up (so to speak) the results of [ 111 by going from balancedness to a- 
balancedness. In particular the results of [ 1 l] for regular matroids, which 
imply Tutte’s famous characterization of regular matroids [ 12-141, are lifted 
to a characterization of matroids representable over GF(3). The latter result 
implies the known characterization of such matroids by R. Reid (who 
apparently did not publish his proof). Two entirely different proofs of Reid’s 
theorem have been provided by Bixby [3] and Seymour [7]. In the final 
section we examine the special case of GF(3)-representability for GF(2)- 
representable matroids. A matroid is GF(2)- and GF(3)-representable if and 
only if it is regular, so we recover the characterization of regular matroids of 
[ 111 mentioned above. Since a matroid is regular if and only if it has a 
standard representation matrix over the reals that is totally unimodular, the 
new characterization of regular matroids can be translated to a new charac- 
terization of totally unimodular matrices, which extends Camion’s work [5] 
about such matrices. Recently Seymour achieved an efficient decomposition 
of regular matroids [S], a very important result. Possibly the graph-theoretic 
approach to a-balancedness chosen here can be extended to provide 
additional insight into Seymour’s decomposition. 
The remainder of this section introduces notation and relevant definitions. 
Let A be a matrix over some field F. The support of A is a {O, 1) matrix B 
of the same size as A such that B, = 1 if and only if A, # 0. We sign A by 
changing the sign of some entries. Scaling of A refers to multiplication of 
some rows and/or columns of A by non-zero elements of Sr. A {0, f 1} 
matrix over Y is termed Eulerian if it has even row and column sums when 
viewed as a matrix over the reals. All graphs will have non-zero labels on the 
edges. The labels will be assumed to be f 1 unless the context clearly 
indicates otherwise. Signing of a graph G involves a sign change of some 
( f 1) labels. We scale G by repeatedly multiplying the { f 1) labels of edges 
incident at some node by -1. For a (0, f 1) matrix A signing or scaling steps 
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with -1 as a factor correspond to signing or scaling steps in G(A) in the 
obvious way. The following lemma is easily proved by induction. 
LEMMA 1. (a) Let T be a principal forest of a graph G. Then G can be 
scaled such that all edges of T receive a speciJied label. 
(b) Given a matrix A over some field jr, let T be a principal forest of 
G(A). Then A may be scaled to a matrix A ’ such that each edge of G(A ‘) 
corresponding to an edge of T has a specified non-zero label. 
For the remainder of this section and throughout Section 2 all matrices 
are assumed to be real, and all arithmetic operations take place in the field of 
real numbers. From Section 3 on, however, several fields are encountered, 
and terms such as “pivot” and “det” may be ambiguous. Hence we will 
adopt the following conventions. Terms “X-pivot” and “det,” refer to field 
.97 In the special cases of GF(2) and GF(3) we use the notation “GF(2)- 
pivot, ” “det? ,” and “GF(3)-pivot,” “det, ,” respectively. Terms “pivot” and 
“det” will be reserved for the field of real numbers. 
Cycle or path always means simple cycle or path. If P is a cycle or path of 
G(A), then L(P) = Cci,j)gPAij is the length of P. In contrast (PI is the 
number of edges of P. Of particular interest will be subgraphs induced by 
some node set. Frequent usage recommends an abbreviated expression, and 
we will use n-subgraph to specify such an induced subgraph. Special cases 
are n-cycle and n-path. If G is a subgraph of G, but not an n-subgraph, then 
G - G has an edge where both end points are nodes of G. Such an edge will 
be called a G-chord for G. Let a be a vector whose entries are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the n-cycles of a graph G. Throughout it will be 
assumed that all entries of a are 0, 1, 2, or 3, and that for every n-cycle C 
ac E ICJ (mod 2). Then G is called a-balanced if for all n-cycles C 
L(C) = ac (mod 4). Suppose G is actually the bipartite graph G(A) of a 
(0, *l} matrix A. Then a-balancedness of G(A) is equivalent to the 
requirement that every square submatrix x of A satisfies 1 det JI= a, if G(x) 
is the n-cycle C of G(A). We also note that scaling maintains a- 
balancedness. 
Since “is an n-subgraph of’ is a transitive relation, every n-cycle of an n- 
subgraph of G is an n-cycle of G. This fact allows us to apply the term “a- 
balanced” to n-subgraphs of G if a is defined for G. In particular a- 
balancedness of an n-cycle C of G means that L(C) E a, (mod 4). In that 
case we will also say that C agrees with a. The labels of an a-balanced graph 
G are unique up to scaling by the following result, which also implies that 
signing of a (0, 1 } matrix to achieve a (0, f 1) a-balanced matrix is unique 
up to scaling. 
LEMMA 2. Let G, and G, be a-balanced graphs which are identical up to 
edge labels. Then G, may be obtained from G, by scaling. 
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HI H2 
FIG. 1. Graphs of type H,, H,, and H,. 
Proof. Define T, and T, to be principal forests of G, and G,, respec- 
tively, with the same edge sets. We may suppose that the edge labels of T, 
agree with those of T2 due to Lemma 1. 
Let S, be an edge of G, with label different from the corresponding edge s, 
of G,. Choose s, such that C, , the cycle s, forms with T,, has ] C, 1 minimal, 
and let C, be the cycle of T2 U (s2}. If t, is a G,-chord for C,, then t, @ T, 
and by the minimality of ]C, ] t, and t,, the corresponding edge of G,, have 
the same label. Thus C, U {t, 1 t, is a G,-chord for C,} contains an n-cycle 
C, such that s, E C,, and all edge labels of C, agree with those of the 
corresponding n-cycle, say C,, of G, except for the edges s, and s2. But then 
L(C,) - L(C,) = 2 (mod 4), so G, and G, cannot both be a-balanced, a 
contradiction. I 
In [4] Brylawski and Lucas use essentially the same proof to establish the 
uniqueness of signs (up to scaling) of a {O, f 1) standard representation 
matrix of a matroid over any field. 
Drawings of a number of graphs have been included to clarify the 
exposition. A solid straight line connecting two nodes represents an edge, 
while a solid line with a short zigzag segment indicates a path where all 
intermediate nodes have degree 2. A broken line represents a path connecting 
the two end points of the broken line, and two or more such paths may have 
one or more intermediate nodes in common. However, the path of a broken 
line has no intermediate node in common with any node explicitly shown. 
The labels on edges are always omitted. 
Of particular interest will be the graphs of Fig. 1. 
With the aid of the following lemma it is easy to check whether or not a 
graph G of type H,, H, , or H, may be signed to become a-balanced for a 
given a. 
LEMMA 3. The following statements are equivalent for a graph G of type 
H,, H, , or H, and a given a. 
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(i) G can be signed so that an even (odd) number of n-cycles do not 
agree with a. 
(ii) G can be signed so that every n-cycle (every n-cycle except a 
designated one) agrees with a. 
Proof: It is easily seen that one can always sign H,, H, , and H, such 
that at most one designated n-cycle does not agree with a. Now every edge 
of H,, , H, , and H, is part of exactly two n-cycles, and hence every signing of 
G produces the same number (mod 2) of n-cycles that do not agree with a.1 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF ~-BALANCED GRAPHS AND MATRICES 
In this section we characterize the graphs and matrices that may be signed 
to become a-balanced. The main result (Theorem 1) will be used in 
Sections 4 and 5. 
THEOREM 1. For a given vector a, a graph G may be signed to become 
a-balanced if and only if every n-subgraph of type H,, , H, , and H, can be so 
signed and a, = 1 C( (mod 2) for every n-cycle C of G. If G is actually G(B) 
of a {0, 1 } matrix B, then H, can be eliminated from the second part. 
The second part of Theorem 1 is trivial since G(B) is bipartite and H, is 
not. Before proving the first part we will introduce a corollary and a lemma. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let /3 be a {0, 1) vector whose entries are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the n-cycles of a graph G. Then there exists a subset F 
of the edge set of G such that 1 F n C I= /3c (mod 2), for all n-cycles C of G, 
if and only if the latter condition is true for all n-subgraphs of type H,, H, , 
and H, of G. 
Proof Suppose no F satisfies the a-condition. Define a by a, = 2& - I Cl 
(mod 4). If G can be signed to become a-balanced, then choose F as the 
edge subset with + 1 labels. Now for any n-cycle C we have IF n Cl = 
(a, + 4kc + ICI)/2 for some integer kc, and IFnCI =& (mod 2), a 
contradiction. Hence by Theorem 1 some n-subgraph H of type Hi cannot be 
signed to become a-balanced. If some F satisfies the /J-condition for H, then 
(F n Cl + 21, = PC = (a, + 4k, + I Cl)/2, where I, is an integer, and 
21FnCI-JCI=a, (mod 4), f or all n-cycles C of H. But then H could 
become a-balanced by signing the edges of F n H +l and the remaining 
edges -1. Hence no F satisfies the &condition for H.1 
One may want to ask for a similar result concerning cycles instead of n- 
cycles. The situation then becomes much simpler, and it is not difficult to 
show that H,, H, , and H, can be replaced by @-subgraphs (see [ 161). 
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Next we prove a useful lemma. Let G be a graph without parallel edges, 
and P, be a path of G where all intermediate nodes have degree 2. For a 
given a G is almost a-balanced with respect to P, if all n-cycles of G that do 
not contain P,, agree with a. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a graph without parallel edges, and vector a be 
given. Suppose that every n-subgraph of type HO, H, , or Hz of G can be 
signed to become a-balanced, and that G is almost a-balanced with respect to 
a given P,. Assume C, and C, are n-cycles of G that include P,, and let 
P, s C, n C, be a path of maximal cardinal@ satisfying P, G P,. If one of 
the n-cycles C,, C, agrees with a, then the other n-cycle agrees with a as 
well, provided one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(a) PSI 2 2; 
(b) 1 P, I= 1 and (C, U C,) - P, is not an n-cycle of G - P, . 
Proof The proof is by induction on IP, I. The lemma trivially holds for 
the maximal value that I P, I may take on since then C, = C,. Hence we will 
prove validity for IP, I = 1 assuming that the lemma holds whenever IP, I > 
I+ 1. In the nontrivial case C, # C,, so the end points u and v of P, have 
degree 3 in G = C, U C,. Figure 2 shows G, where P,, P,, and P3 are the 
three paths u to v and Ci=P,UP,, i= 1,2. 
Note that (C, U C,) - P, is the set P, UP,, and that I P, I > 2 since C, is 
an n-cycle of G; similarly (P,( > 2. It will be convenient to consider several 
cases. 
(1) IPJ or I41=2. 
Without loss of generality suppose I P, I= 2. The intermediate node of P,, 
say w, cannot be a node of P, since C2 is an n-cycle. Additiog of all edges of 
G from w  to intermediate @es of P, produces n-subgraph G of G of Fig. 3. 
If 1 P,) = 1, then w  of G has degree of =at least 3 since otherwise 
(C, U C,) -P, is an n-cycle of G -P,. Thus G is a graph of type H, or H,, 
” 
I I 
Pl 1 
3 
p2 I p3 
I 1 
” 
FIG. 2. Graph c of Lemma 4. 
582b/32/2-2 
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FIG. 3. Graph c of Lemma 4, case (1). 
and all n-cycles of E are a-balanced except possibly for C, and C, since G is 
almost a-balanced, 
By assumption d can be signed to become a-balanced, so by Lemma 3 Cz 
must agree with a if C, does, and conversely. 
(2) Both IJ',I, lPzl>/ 3. 
For i = 1,2, let a,, b, be the vertices of P, adjacent to u, v, respectively, as 
shown in Fig. 4. Clearly t(, u, Q,, u2, b,, b, are all distinct. If there is a path 
in G -P, from u to u using only vertices of P, UP, but avoiding a2 and b,, 
then there exists an n-path P with these properties, and PUP, is an n-cycle 
C of G. Now C n C, contains a path which in turn properly contains P,, so 
by induction and part (a) C agrees with a if and only if C, does. The same 
conclusion holds for C and C,, so C, and C, both agree with a or both do 
not. Hence we may suppose that there is no such P. Then P, and P, have no 
vertex in common except for u, Y, and every (G - P,)-chord for cycle ” 01 % f 
Pl 1 
t 
4 3 
I 
p2 I p3 
I 
b2 
FIG. 4. C, U C, of Lemma 4, case (2). 
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P, u P, is incident with a2 or b,. If there is no such chord, we must be in 
case (a), and C, U C, is a graph of type H,. Now P, UP, agrees with a, so 
we again have the desired result by Lemma 3. Hence suppose there exists at 
least one such chord. Repeat the above argument, but this time try to find a 
P avoiding a, and b,. If again we are unsuccessful, the (G - P,)-chords for 
P, UP, are found only at a, or b,. Thus there are at most two such chords, 
one from a, to a,, the other from b, to b,, and C, U C, must be a graph of 
type H,,. All n-cycles agree with a except at most C, and C,, so Lemma 3 
produces the desired conclusion. fl 
Proof of Theorem 1. For proof of the nontrivial “if” part it is sufficient to 
consider the case where ail edges but those incident at some node m have 
been signed such that G - {m} is a-balanced, and we now want to sign the 
edges of G incident at m so that G becomes a-balanced. Let C, and C, be 
two n-cycles of G, each containing edges (i, m) and (j, m) for some i and j. 
Derive G, from G by deleting all neighbors of m not equal to i or j. Clearly 
C, and C, are contained in G,, and G, is almost a-balanced with respect to 
P, = {(i, m), (j, m)}. Furthermore every n-subgraph of type H,, H, , or H, of 
G, can be signed to become a-balanced (since G, is an n-subgraph of G), so 
by Lemma 4 C, and C, agree with a or they both do not. 
Now define a graph K, also with {f 1) arc labels, from G as follows. Each 
edge of G incident at node m becomes a node, and an arc connects two 
nodes of K if the corresponding edges of G are part of at least one n-cycle C 
of G. This arc is signed +I if C agrees with a, and -1 otherwise. By the 
previous argument classification of each arc of K is well-defined. (For clarity 
we will always use “arc” (“edge”) in connection with K (G).) Suppose we 
change the sign of edge (i, m) in G. In K we then must change the sign on all 
arcs incident at node (i, m), so this is a scaling step. Conversely, scaling in K 
leads to signing of edges in G incident at m. By Lemma 1 it is always 
possible to scale K such that all arcs of a given principal forest have +1 
labels. Further note that a given cycle of K has an even number of -1 arcs if 
and only if that is true after scaling. 
It is claimed that every cycle of K has an even number of -1 arcs. It is 
sufficient to prove the claim for an n-cycle C, of K. We will consider two 
cases depending on k = 1 C, I. 
(1) k>4. 
By definition of K graph G contains subgraph G of Fig. 5, where each 
path Qi forms an n-cycle C, with edges (i, m) and (i + 1, m) (k + 1 is inter- 
preted as 1). 
It is claimed that C, = U:=, Q, is an n-cycle of G. We first show that C, 
is a cycle. Suppose Q, and Qi have a node u in common, where u # 2 if 
j = 2, and where without loss of generality j # k. Note that for any i we have 
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1 
FIG. 5. Graph G of Theorem 1, case (1). 
v @ Qi, where v # i, i + 1 is a neighbor of m in G, since otherwise Ci is not 
an n-cycle. Hence u is not equal to any end point of Q, or Qi. Ifj # 2, define 
p to be composed of the paths from 1 to u on Q, and u to j on Qi. Clearly p 
contains no neighbor v of m except for nodes 1 and j, and we may replace it 
by an n-path P observing the same condition. But P and edges (1, m), (j,?) 
form an n-cycle of G, so C, is not an n-cycle of K since j # 2, k. If j = 2, P is 
composed of paths 1 to u on Q, and u to 3 on Q2 (= Q,), and we again 
conclude that C, is not an n-cycle of K. Hence C, must be a cycle of G. 
Similar arguments prove that C, is indeed an n-cycle of G. Since G is an n- 
subgraph of G of type H,, it can be signed to become a-balanced. By 
Lemma 3 an even number of n-cycles of G do not agree with a. C, cannot 
be one of these since it is an n-cycle of G - {m}. The Ci, i = 1, 2,..., k, 
constitute the remaining n-cycles of G. The fact that an even number of the 
Ci do not agree with a then results in an even number of -1 arcs in the n- 
cycle C, of K. 
(2) k=3. 
Again G has G of Fig. 5 as a subgraph. If C, = U,‘=, Q, is an n-cycle of 
G, then arguments as for the case k > 4 yield the desired conclusion. So 
‘suppose Q, and Q2 prevent C, from being an n-cycle, i.e., Q, and Q2 have a 
node i # 1,2,3 in common, or there exists a G-chord for Q, U Q2. Defme 
PO = ((2, m>}, P, = Q, U ((1, ml), and P, = Q, U {(3, m)}. Graph (? = 
l-l,‘=, P, is shown in Fig. 6. 
Derive G, from G by deleting all neighbors of m not equal to 1, 2, or 3. 
Clearly Ci = P, U P,, i = 1,2, is contained in G, . We may suppose that the 
arc of K connecting nodes (1, m) and (3, m) has a +l label since this can 
always be achieved by scaling in K. This implies that every n-cycle C of G 
containing edges (1, m) and (3, m) agrees with a, and G, is therefore almost 
a-balanced with respect to P,. Furthermore every n-subgraph of G, of type 
Ho, H,, or H, can be signed to become a-balanced. Since P, UP, is not an 
n-cycle of G, -P,, either Lemma 4(a) or (b) holds, and C, agrees with a if 
and only if C, does. But this implies that C, has an even number of -1 arcs. 
The remainder is simple. We scale K so that all arcs of an arbitrarily 
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1 3 
1 I 
p, 3 1 p2 I 1 
\ : 
PO 
\ 
’ /’ 
2 
FIG. 6. Graph G of Theorem 1, case (2). 
selected principal forest T of K receive +I labels. Then all out-of-forest arcs 
must also have +l labels since otherwise a cycle with an odd number of -1 
arcs has been found. Related signing in G results in an a-balanced graph. 1 
3. ALMOST REPRESENTATION OF MATROIDS 
Suppose a matroid M is not representable over a given field Sr and we 
want to discover why this is so. One could rely on the general properties of a 
matroid, say of circuits, bases, etc., to determine special properties that the 
nonrepresentable M must possess. If sufficient insight can be so gained, one 
may then be able to deduce which part of the structure of M causes the 
nonrepresentability. A different method will be used here. Even though M 
is not representable over 7, it may be nearly so, and we may be able to find 
a representation whose matroid closely resembles M. The utility of this idea 
depends on whether or not we can develop useful rules for manipulating such 
representations. The purpose of this section is to present such rules, which 
we will make use of in the subsequent section. 
It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with elementary concepts of 
matroid theory, in particular with deletion and contraction of elements in a 
matroid and its dual. Appropriate references are the books by Tutte [ 141 and 
Welsh [ 151. Throughout M denotes a matroid defined on set S, M* is the 
dual of M, Sr is an arbitrary field, and Z is an identity matrix of appropriate 
order. Let Ss S. Then M\S (M/S) denotes the matroid derived from M by 
deleting (contracting) the elements of S, 
A matroid A4 on a set S is represented by a matrix a over a field .F if 
there exists a bijection between the elements of S and the columns of a such 
that a subset of S is a basis of M if and only if the corresponding columns of 
a form a basis of a. We will always assume S to be the set of indices of the 
columns of a. If there exists a representation matrix a over .F for M and 
rank(S) > 1, then there exists a standard representation matrix [Z(A] over 
X, where Z is the identity matrix. We will only work with standard represen- 
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tation matrices, and for any matrix A we will define a to be [ZIA]. A basis 
of a is then a square column submatrix 
Z A’ 
A”= [ 1 (1) 0 A* 
of a with det A* # 0. Given a matroid M whose set S is the set of indices of 
some a, let 2 be a square column submatrix of a as in (1). We will say 
“det,A * is correct for M” if det,A * # 0 (detFA2 = 0) and the related 
subset S of S is a basis (is not a basis) of M. Clearly a is a representation of 
M if and only if det,A ’ is correct for i&f, for every square submatrix AZ 
ofA. 
Two other representation concepts will be very useful later on. Let set S of 
a matroid M be partitioned into a basis X and Y = S -X. Construct (0, 1) 
8 = [III?] as follows. The columns of B correspond to the elements of S; in 
particular Z corresponds to X. Let y E Y, and suppose x is the subset of X 
that forms a circuit with y. Then in the column of B with index y set the xth 
element equal to 1 if and only if the tih unit vector of Z is in x. Any I? that 
may be so constructed from M is a partial representation of M. The 
following lemma is an immediate consequence of this definition. 
LEMMA 5. In a partial representation 8 of M let X and Y be the index 
sets of the columns of Z and B, respectively. Then the following statements 
hold. 
(a) [I 1 B’] is a partial representation of M*. 
(b) Zf we delete column x of Z and row x of 8, we obtain a partial 
representation of M/(x}. 
(c) Zf we delete column y of B, we obtain a partial representation of 
WY)* 
Note that M is representable over Sr if and only if we can turn a partial 
representation 8 into a representation matrix a by replacing the l’s of B by 
appropriate non-zero entries of .F. 
A third representation concept is the following. Let the column indices of 
some a over ST correspond to the elements of a matroid it4 such that all 
square submatrices of A have correct determinant for M except exactly one 
square submatrix, say 2. We will then say that a is an almost representation 
of M over ST. Clearly 2 has order of at least 2 if a was derived from a 
partial representation I? of M by replacing the l’s of B by non-zero elements 
of .F. Theorem 2 below characterizes almost representation matrices and the 
associated matroids, and shows the relationship between matroid 
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contractions and deletions and certain matrix operations. The reader should 
note that in this paper we will only utilize parts of Theorem 2 and nothing of 
its corollary. We have included the additional statements since they are 
useful for solution of a number of other matroid problems. (Some of these 
results will be published subsequently.) 
To clarify the relationships between sets and matrices we will write any 
subset of the given matroid A4 above the related column submatrix of the 
given matrix a. Index sets of the rows of a will be written to the right of the 
matrix. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an almost representation matrix over Sr of a 
matroid M of the form 
' x, '-----X,-i y, l-Y*-+ 
I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I 
’ x*1 I x2* ’ 
I I 
/ Y,, I Y,, I 
I 
I __-----_ 
1 
. . ‘T A’ 0 X, 
1 
-----. ---- - - 
1 
A3 0 X,, 
1 _ T 
-_-- X2 
1 
*. 0 0 x22 
1 
I --- -- 
(2) 
‘j= 
where 2 of order k > 1 is the square submatrix with incorrect determinant. 
Further no column y E Y,, (no row x E X,,) of A is a zero column (row). Let 
A4 be the submatrix of A composed of d and the A’, i = 1,2,3. Then the 
following statements hold. 
(a) [I 1 A*] almost represents M*, and x’ is the submatrix with 
incorrect determinant. 
(b) If we delete column x E X, (x E X2) and row x from a, then the 
resulting matrix represents (almost represents) M/(x). 
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(c) If we delete column y E Y, (y E Y2) from A, then the resulting 
matrix represents (almost represents) M\( y}. 
(d) Suppose we perform an St-pivot in A, where pivot element A,, 
resides in 1 only if k 2-2. Then the resulting matrix is also an almost 
representation of M, and A, the new submatrix with incorrect determinant, is 
specified by the following index sets of rows and columns of the new matrix. 
z specified by 
Pivot on A,, where Row set Column set 
(e) Every (k t 1) x (k + 1) submatrix of A4 containing x is 
nonsingular. Every column of A 1 and every row of A2 is non-zero. 
(f. 1) If det,A= 0: The columns (rows) of 2 do not span any column 
(row) of A’ (A’). 
(f.2) If det,,A# 0: No proper subset of columns (rows) of x spans a 
column (row) of A ’ (A’). 
(g) For every x E (X, U Y2,) and every y E (X2, U Y,), [(X2 U Y,) - 
(y}] U {x} is a basis of M. 
(h.1) Ifdet,A= 0: Set X2 U Y, is a basis of M. 
(h.2) If det, A# 0: Set X2, U Y, is a circuit and X2 U Y, U Y2* is a 
hyperplane of M. 
If k>2: 
(i) Every (k - 1) x (k - 1) submatrix of x is nonsingular. 
(j) G(A) is 2-connected. 
(k) G(z) is a cycle if every column (every row) has exactly two non- 
zero entries. If x is GF(2), then A- is Eulerian. 
Converse: 
(1) Let A over K be a matrix of the form (2), where 2 is square and 
of order k > 1, and where no column y E Yzl (no row x E X,,) of A is a zero 
column (row). Suppose the submatrices A and A’, i = 1,2, 3, observe the 
conditions of (e), (f.l), (f.2), and (i) above. Let S be the index set of the 
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columns of A. Define a subset of S to be a basis tf the related column set of 
A is independent, except for X, V Y,. The latter set is declared to be a basis 
u detgA= 0. Then these bases specgy a matroid over S that is almost 
represented by A over F, and 2 is the submatrix with incorrect determinant. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Consider a matrix A of the form (2) observing the 
following conditions: 
(a) rfdetFx= 0: Ifk = 1, then A= [O]; else 
A= [I 1 e]’ . D . [I 1 e], (3) 
where D is some (k - 1) X (k - 1) nonsingular matrix, and where vector e 
consists only of 1’s. In both cases 
A’=xT’ + U’, 
A’= T2x+ U2, (4) 
A 3 arbitrary 
for some matrices T’, i = 1,2, of the same size as A’. Here the matrix U’ 
(U’) is the matrix of the same size as A i where each column (row) is thefirst 
unit vector. 
(b) Ifdet,A# 0: Ifk = 1, then x= [ 11; else 
A= [E + Z(D)]-‘, (5) 
where E is the matrix consisting only of l’s, D is some (k - 1) X (k - 1) 
nonsingular matrix having no element equal to -1, and Z(D) is the k x k 
matrix 
In both cases 
A’ =xW’, 
A2 = W2A- 7 (6) 
A3= W2xW’+ W3 
for some matrices W’, i = 1, 2, 3, without any O’s, having the same size 
as A’. 
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Then A is an almost representation matrix of a matroid such that 2 is the 
submatrix with incorrect determinant. Conversely, every almost represen- 
tation matrix can be so constructed, up to scaling. 
The proof of Theorem 2 and its corollary relies on the following result. 
LEMMA 6. (a) Let M, and M, be two matroids on a set S such that 
each basis of one of the two matroids is a basis of the other one, except for 
one set B E S which is a basis in only one of the two matroids. Then L (L*), 
the set of loops outside of B (coloops in B) in M,, is equal to the set of loops 
outside of B (coloops in B) in M, . The rank of S is the same in M, and M,, 
namely, 1 B 1, and both matroids have a basis not equal to B. Further for 
everyxES-(BUL)andeveryyEB-L*,set(B-{y})U{x}isabasis 
for both matroids. Suppose M, is the matroid where B is not a basis. Then 
B - L* is a circuit and B U L is a hyperplane of M,. 
(b) Let M, be a matroid on a set S, and B G S be a set with 
cardinality equal to the rank of S. Define L (L*) to be the set of loops 
outside of B (coloops in B), and suppose there exists a basis B not equal to 
B. Furthermore assume that for every x E S - (B U L) and every 
yEB-L*,set (B-{y})U{ x is a basis. Define M, to be an independence } 
system on S whose bases (i.e., maximal independent sets) are those of M,, 
except for set B. If B is (is not) a basis of M,, then B is not (is) declared to 
be a basis of M,. Then M, is a matroid over S. 
Proof: (a) By the symmetry we may suppose that B is a basis of M, 
but not of M,. Then every loop of M, is also a loop of M,. Conversely, let 
x 6Z B be a loop of M,. If x is not a loop of M, , then it is contained in some 
basis 8. But fi cannot be B, so g is also a basis of M,, and x cannot be a 
loop of M,. This proves the part concerning L. Duality establishes the claim 
about L*. Now S has rank equal to IB( in M,, and M2 has at least one 
basis, say B, which cannot be B and which must also be a basis of M,. 
Hence S has the same rank in M, and M,. For proof of the second part take 
any x E S - (B U L). If the circuit Y, U (x} which x forms with basis B of 
M, , satisfies Y, = B - L *, then (B - { y}) U (x} is a basis for both matroids 
for every yEB-L*. So suppose Y,=(B-L*)-YY,#O. Since Y,#0, 
B U {x} does contain at least one basis of M, and M,. Furthermore, Y, is 
independent in M, by the following argument. No y E Yz is a coloop of M,, 
so there exists a basis B, of M, that does not contain all of Y,. Set B, is also 
a basis of M,, and since Y, is independent in M,, there exists a basis B, of 
M, for which Y, c B, E B, U Y,. Clearly B, #B, so B, is a basis of M, as 
well, and Y, must be independent in M, as claimed. Then there must be a 
basis B, of M, for which Y, E B, c B U (x}. Such B, must be equal to B or 
(B - ( y}) U (x}, some y E Y,. But in both cases B, is dependent, a 
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contradiction, and Y, = B -L* must hold. Finally we show B -L* to be a 
circuit and B U L to be a hyperplane of M, as follows. Set B - L* is 
dependent since L * consists of coloops of M,. Since M, has a basis not 
equal to B, there exists an x E S - (B U L). For such x set (B - ( y}) U {x) 
is a basis of M, for all y E B -L *. This fact clearly implies that B -L * is a 
circuit and B U L is a hyperplane of M,. 
(b) First we consider the case where B is a basis of M,, but not of 
M,. We will verify that the basis axioms hold for M,. The latter matroid has 
at least one basis, namely, B. Also all bases of M, have the same cardinality. 
Select now two bases B, , B, of M, for which 1 B, - B,I ) 2, and take any 
yEB,-B,. We must show that there exists an x E B, - B, such that 
B,=(B,-{YI)U{ 1 x is a basis of M,. Such B, exists for M, , and it will 
also do for M, unless B, = B. In the latter case select any z E B, -B,, 
z#x. Since x, zEB,-B,, we have xEB-L* and zES-(BUL). By 
assumption B, = (B - {x})U {z} = (B, - { y})U {z} #B is a basis of M, 
and hence of-M,. Thus M, is indeed a matroid, with the same rank as M, . 
The second part, where B is a basis of M, but not of M,, is proved 
similarly. 4 
Proof of Theorem 2. Define M, to be the matroid represented by A over 
Sr, and Mz to be M. Then every basis of M, is one of M, and conversely, 
except for X, U Y,, which is a basis in only one of the two matroids. We 
first relate the sets Xi, Yi, X,j, and Y,j associated with A to the notation of 
Lemma 6. Clearly X, U Y, is B of Lemma 6. Since no column y E Y,, of A 
is a zero column, set Yz2 must be L of Lemma 6. Similarly X,, is L*. Hence 
X,UY,,=S-(BUZ.,) and X,,UY,=B-L*. We now proceed with the 
proof. 
(a) By duality. 
(b)-(d) Involve simple checking. 
(e)-(i) Are a direct translation of Lemma 6(a) using the above 
relationships. 
(j) If G(x) is not connected, then A is of the form A’ 0 A= H-l* 0 x2
But such a matrix cannot satisfy (i). If G(z) is connected but not 2- 
connected, we may suppose that A is Ji’ 0X= H-4 1 u 3 0 ii2
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where u is a column vector. (If necessary we pass to M* and[l] A’] to 
achieve this.) Now one of A’, A* has more rows than columns, say A’, and 
the (k - 1) x (k - 1) submatrix in the left upper corner of 2 is singular 
contrary to (i). 
(k) By (j) each column and row of 2 has at least two non-zero entries, 
so if there are exactly two such entries in each column, then this must also 
be true for each row. Hence G(z) is a 2-connected graph where each node 
has degree 2. Only a cycle satisfies these conditions. Now let ST b_” GF(2). 
det, 1 must be zero since else (x))- ’ consists of l’s by (i) and de@- ’ = 0, 
a contradiction. Also by (i) ~JV = 0 or x’w = 0 implies that w  consists of 
1’s. Hence 2 is Eulerian. 
(1) Is a direct translation of Lemma 6(b) using the above relationship 
between X, U Y, and B, etc. 1 
Proof of Corollary 2.1. Let M, be the matroid represented by a. By 
Theorem 2(l) we need only show that a satisfies (e), (f.l), (f.2), and (i) of 
that theorem. Suppose det,A= 0. Equation (3) establishes (i), which in turn 
implies that the columns or rows of z do not span any unit vector. Then (4) 
proves (f. I), which implies (e). The case where det,A# 0 is proved 
similarly. For proof of the converse let a over F be an almost represen- 
tation matrix of a matroid. We may suppose that A is of the form (2) such 
that no column y E Y,, or row x E X,, is equal to zero. Due to (i) and 
scaling we may also suppos_e that A is [0] or [l] or that there is a 
nonsingular D that leads to A via (3) or (5). Assume that det,A = 0. By 
(f.1) and (i) there is a vector t such that column A,> of A’ is equal to At + u, 
where u is a scaled first unit vector. We may suppose A fj to be so scaled that 
u is the first unit vector. Analogous arguments apply to A*, and (4) holds. In 
similar fashion one can prove (6) when det,A# 0. 1 
Let d(x) be the set of k x k matrices A, k > 2, over ST for which a is 
an almost representation of some matroid, with A as the matrix with 
incorrect determinant. Define &(fl) to be the set of A E &(sT) for which 
the matroid that is almost represented by 6, is actually representable over 
x. Finally denote by dn(y) the remaining A E M’(Y). Obviously 
jy’(GF(2)) = 0, and Jy’,(GF(2)) is the set of matrices constructible by (3) 
due to Theorem 2k. For GF(3) we have the following simple but crucial 
lemma. 
LEMMA 7. dr(GF(3)) = {A E d(GF(3)) 1 G(A) is a cycle}. 
ProoJ Let A ’ E d’,(GF(3)), and M be the matroid almost represented by 
A ‘. Since M is representable, we can change A’ to, say, A2 by a different 
signing of the non-zero entries (we take 0, &l to be the elements of GF(3)) 
such that [I ] A*] represents M over GF(3). Suppose G(A’) is not a cycle. 
Thus each n-cycle of G(A ‘) corresponds to a proper submatrix of A ‘, and 
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the determinants of that submatrix and the related submatrix of A2 must 
both be zero or non-zero. By the remark preceding Lemma 2 A2 can be 
obtained from A’ by scaling, which contradicts the fact that only one of A ‘, 
A2 can be nonsingular. Hence G(A’) is a cycle. It is easy to see that any 
A f d(GF(3)) f or which G(A) is a cycle, is in Jal;(GF(3)). 4 
The usefulness of Theorem 2 stems mainly from the fact that it allows an 
algebraically based investigation into the properties of a matroid that may 
not be representable over any field. The remainder of this paper may be 
viewed as a demonstration of this point. The following proof of Tutte’s 
characterization of matroids representable over GF(2) is the prototype of the 
arguments to come. Below LJk denotes the uniform matroid on m elements 
with rank r. 
THEOREM 3 (Tutte [ 131). Matroid M is representable over GF(2) if and 
only l$M has no Vi minor. 
Proof, The “only if’ part is trivial since Ui is not representable over 
GF(2). For proof of the converse we view a, a partial representation of M, 
as a matrix over GF(2). If M is not representable over GF(2), then A has a 
square submatrix 2 whose determinant is not correct for M. We may take 1 
to be of minimal ordoer, which must be at least 2 since a is a partial represen- 
tation of M. Thus A = [I ] A] almost represents a minor of M, and due to 
Theorem 2(d) we may suppose x Q have order 2. By Theorem 2(i, k) x 
must be [ ! ] 1, which implies that A almost represents Vi. fl 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let a be a partial representation of a matroid M as 
well as a representation of a matroid M, over GF(2). Then M is not 
representable over GF(2) if and only if M has a basis s that is dependent 
in M,. 
Proof: For proof of the nontrivial “only if’ we choose 2 as in the above 
proof for Theorem 3. With the notation of (2) s= X2 U Y, is then 
independent in M and dependent in M,. m 
4. G1;(3)-REPRESENTABILITY 
This section presents a characterization of GF(3)-representable matroids 
that has R. Reid’s related characterization as a corollary. We first define the 
following sets of matrices. 
gi = {B ] B is a (0, 1 } matrix; G(B) is a graph of type Hi}; i= 1,2, 
B is a square (0, I} matrix, and it can be 
I 
(7) 
signed to become A E &,(GF(3)) ’ 
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From Lemma 7 we see that every B E gJ has order of at least 3 and that 
the associated G(B) is not a cycle. Below x is always the submatrix of A 
corresponding to B of B. It will be convenient to consider B to be partitioned 
like a in (2). (But note that any a of this section need not be an almost 
representation matrix.) Suppose we want to sign B to get an a representing 
M over GF(3). Take any B such that G(B) is an n-cycle C of G(B). The 
dependence/independence of the related set X, U Y, of M forces the signing 
of B to x such that det, 2 is either zero or non-zero. This relationship 
between n-cycles of G(B) and sets of M defines a unique (0, 2) vector, 
denoted by a(M, B), where a(M, B)c = 2 for the n-cycle C if and only if 
det, 2 is required to be non-zero. 
THEOREM 4. Matroid M with partial representation I? and a = a(M, B) 
is representable over GF(3) if and only l$ (a) and (b) are satisfied for every 
submatrix B of B. 
(a) IfI E ~8~) then B cannot be signed to become 1 such that [I 1 A] 
almost represents minor ii? = M\YJX, of M over GF(3). 
(b) If BE .?Si, i = 1 or 2, then G(B) can be signed to become a- 
balanced. 
ProoJ Suppose (a) does not hold. By Lemma 7 M of (a), and hence M, 
is not representable over GF(3). The same conclusion results if (b) does not 
hold for some BE gi, i = 1 or 2. Now suppose that (a) and (b) are satisfied. 
By (b) and Theorem 1 we may sign 8 to produce an A^ with a-balanced A. 
Assume that A contains a k X k submatrix 3 whose determinantal value does 
not correctly correspond to dependence/independence of set X, U Y, of M, 
but suppose that such correspondence does exist for all proper square 
submatrices of 2. We easily see that [I 1 A] almost represents M\YJX, over 
GF(3). By (a) B cannot be in 5Pj, so by Lemma 7 G(g) is an n-cycle of 
G(B). But this contradicts the fact that A is a-balanced, and a must indeed 
represent M over GF(3). a 
Below F, denotes the Fano matroid, which has GF(2)-representation 
matrix 
and FF its dual. For brevity we will always omit the modifier “possibly after 
some row and/or column exchanges, or after some scaling” when a matrix is 
claimed to be equal to a given matrix. 
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COROLLARY 4.1 (R. Reid). Matroid M is representable over GF(3) if 
and only if M does not have Vi, Vi, F,, or FT as minor. 
Proof: The “only if’ is trivial since none of the listed minors is re- 
presentable over GF(3). For proof of the converse suppose that M is not 
representable over GF(3), so Theorem 4(a) or (b) does not hold. We may 
suppose that # defined from B of (a) or (b) is M itself, so B becomes B, 2 
becomes A, etc. We will examine a number of cases depending on the 
structure of B. For each of these we will first produce an almost represen- 
tation matrix A, and then we will either determine a nonrepresentable proper 
minor M’, along with an almost representation matrix A’ = [I 1 A ‘1, or show 
M to be one of the forbidden matroids. Frequently the reduction of A to a r 
will involve a pivot on some A,, # 0 and subsequent deletion of columns x 
and y as well as of row x from the resulting matrix. We will simply say “we 
GF(3)-pivot on A,, and reduce” to describe this process. By Theorem 2(b-d) 
any a’ so derived is an almost representation of a proper minor M’ of M, 
provided A,, belongs to the submatrix of A with incorrect determinant. We 
will make sure that the related M’ is nonrepresentable (over GF(3)) as 
follows. If Theorem 4(a) is violated, than A ’ itself will be the matrix with 
incorrect determinant. By Lemma 7 we need only confirm that G(A ‘) is not 
a cycle, or equivalently, that A’ has at least three non-zero entries in some 
row or column. If Theorem 4(b) is violated, we will make sure that G(A’) is 
a graph of type H, or H,, and that exactly one n-cycle of G(A ‘) does not 
agree with a(M’, B I), where B r is the support of A ‘. In this case Lemma 3 
shows M’ to be not representable over GF(3). We now present details of the 
cases. 
If (a) is violated, then a matrix A E JB,(GF(3)) can be obtained from 
k x k B by signing such that 1 almost represents M. Now G(B) is not a 
cycle by Lemma 7, so at least one row of A has at least three non-zero 
entries. If A has a row with at least three non-zero entries and at least one 
zero, say in columnj, then a GF(3)-pivot on any non-zero A, and the related 
reduction produces the desired A’. The case where a column of A has at 
least three non-zero entries and at least one zero is similarly handled. If these 
reductions are not possible, then every row and column of A has either two 
or k non-zero entries. Below, we will assume the latter situation. 
(a.1) k > 5: If we have two rows with k non-zero entries, then the first 
two rows of A may be taken as 
[ 
1 1 1 a*’ 1 1 
. . . 1-l . . . -1 I * 1 
-- 
r k-r 
Note that every pair of rows of A is independent, so r, k - r 2 1. We may 
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suppose that k - r > 3; hence we may GF(3)-pivot on A 1, and reduce. If the 
second row has only two non-zero entries, we may suppose that A,, is non- 
zero, and again a GF(3)-pivot on A,, and the related reduction produces the 
desired a I. 
(a.2) k = 4: 
(a.2.1) If the first two rows of A may be taken to be 
[ 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 Or L 1 l-l 1 0 1 0’ 11 
we can GF(3)-pivot on A,, and reduce. Hence we may suppose that (i) row 
1 of A consists of l’s, (ii) every row of A with two non-zero entries has two 
l’s, and (iii) every row of A with four non-zero entries has two I’s and two 
-1’s except for row 1. Let 6 be the number of rows of A with four non-zero 
entries. 
(a.2.2) i== 1. By (a.2.1) A may be taken to be 
A= 
It is easily verified that M is representable over GF(2) using this A in A^. 
Then a GF(2)-pivot on A, 1 in A proves A4 to contain FT as minor. 
(a.2.3) f = 2 or 3. This case need not be considered since at least 
one column of A would contain exactly three non-zero entries. 
(a.2.4) k= 4. By (a.2.1) A may be taken to be 
1 1 1 1 
A= 
1 1 -1 -1 
1 -1 -1 1 
In a GF(3)-pivot on A,, , then delete the first column. Upon a column 
exchange in the resulting matrix we have an almost representation a ’ = 
[I / A ‘1 of a minor of M by Theorem 2(c, d) where 
A’= i 0 1 1 
101 
1 
* 
1 0 
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The bottom 3 x 3 submatrix of A i is the matrix with incorrect determinant, 
and we easily see that A i is a representation of this minor over GF(2). Hence 
this minor is FT. 
(a.3) k = 3: We may suppose that 
1 1 1 
A= h-l 1 
1 
2 ’ 
where every 2 x 2 submatrix of A is nonsingular. Thus x is the matrix 
[ -i -71 or a permutation thereof. We GF(3)-pivot on A ,i, then delete the 
first column. Upon a column exchange in the resulting matrix we have an 
almost representation a’ = [I 1 A ‘1 o a minor of M by Theorem 2(c, d), f 
where 
1 1 
A’= [ 1 1 -1 . -1 1 
Here the bottom 2 X 2 submatrix of A i has the incorrect determinant, and 
this allows us to identify the minor as U:. 
For the remainder of the proof we will suppose that (a) does hold, and 
that (b) is not satisfied. Hence G(B) contains an n-subgraph of type H, or 
H, that cannot be signed to become a-balanced. By Lemma 3 we may sign 
B, producing A, such that all n-cycles except for some arbitrarily chosen one, 
agree with a. Note that all square submatrices of A will have correct deter- 
minant for M except the one corresponding to the chosen n-cycle since else A 
contains a submatrix AE d”(GF(3)) that almost represents a minor of M; 
but this would imply that (a) does not hold. Altogether two cases with two 
subcases each will be considered, depending on whether G(B) is a graph of 
type H, or H,. The notation used below is based on that of Fig. 1. 
(b.1) G(B) is an H,-graph. 
Suppose that ]Q, ] > 4 and that the nodes of Q, are consecutively 
numbered 1, 2,..., ] Q, 1 + 1. If necessary we replace ,M by it,” dual so that 
node 1 of Q, corresponds to a row of B. To obtain A from B we sign G(B) 
such that only Q, U Q2 does not agree with a. Due to scaling we may 
suppose that A is of the form 
3 
1 
A=5 
4 2 
-1 1 
0 1 
1 0 
0 
0 
r-l 0,fl 
582b/32/2-3 
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where the labels along rows and columns are the node numbers of Q,. We 
now GF(3)-pivot on A, r and reduce to get a’. Then G(A ‘) is also a graph of 
type H,, and the submatrix of A ’ with incorrect determinant corresponds to 
an n-cycle of G(A ‘). Hence a1 almost represents a nonrepresentable minor 
M’ of M. Due to this reduction we need only consider the following two 
subcases. 
(b.l.1) lQil = 3, i= 1, 2, 3. 
B is then the matrix 
0 1 1 1 
B= 
1100 
1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 1 
We can obtain A from B such that a almost represents A4 and the upper left 
3 x 3 submatrix is the one with incorrect determinant. By Theorem 2(d) a 
GF(3)-pivot on A,, produces an almost representation matrix a ’ of A4 where 
A’ itself is the matrix with incorrect determinant. G(A’) cannot be a cycle, 
so we are in case (a). 
(b.1.2) lQil = 2, i = 1, 2, 3. 
Then B or B’ is [: : :]. It is easily seen that A4 or M* must be U:. 
(b.2) G(B) is an Hz-graph. 
If 1 Q,) > 4 for some i, we can reduce similarly to (b. l), so we omit details. 
Hence we may suppose that I Q, ( = 2, for all i. Let R = lJf=, Q, be the rim of 
G(B) and C, = Q,U ((0, i), (0, i + l)}, for all i. Denote by a, the element of 
a corresponding to n-cycle C of G(B). If necessary we replace A4 by its dual 
to get a matrix B where the first row represents the spokes of G(B). We then 
sign B, getting A, such that all n-cycles except for the rim R agree with a. 
Note that A will be a (k + 1) x k matrix, for some k > 3. 
(b.2.1) a,=2 for C=Ci, some i. 
We may suppose that 
A= 
1 le.... 1 
1 -1 
*l *1., 
fl ‘Y,, I 
‘_ ‘. . . 
*1 il 
1 fl 
where the 2 x 2 submatrix in the upper left corner of A corresponds to C. 
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Here as well as later on unspecified entries are to be interpreted as 0. We 
GF(3)-pivot on A,, and reduce. G(A ‘) of the resulting A ’ is a graph of type 
H,ifk=3,andoftypeH,ifk>4. 
(b.2.2) a,=0 for all C= C,. 
We simply take A to be B, i.e., 
A= 
1 1 .*... 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 ‘Y 
‘. 
‘. ‘, 
‘. . . ‘1 
1 1 
If k = 3, we must have aR = 0, and evidently a represents M over GF(2). 
Thus M is FF. If k > 4, we pivot on A,, and reduce. G(A’) of the resulting 
a’ is a graph of type H, if k = 4, and of type H, if k > 5. 1 
The proof of Corollary 4.1 establishes more than R. Reid’s result. Here we 
will include just one consequence. Let a wheel [ 141 be the forest matroid of a 
graph of type H, for which ] Q,] = 1, for all i. A whirl [ 141 is derived from a 
wheel as follows: (i) the set of elements is the same, and (ii) the independent 
sets of the whirl are precisely those of the wheel except for the set 
corresponding to the rim of H,, which is declared to be independent in the 
whirl. We see that a wheel (whirl) can be represented by a over GF(3) by 
selecting A such that G(A) is a cycle and det, A = 0 (det, A # 0). (Inciden- 
tally, this fact proves that (i) a whirl is a matroid, (ii) the dual of a wheel 
(whirl) is also a wheel (whirl), and (iii) a whirl is not representable over 
@‘W) 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose a with square A of order at least 3 almost 
represents M over GF(3), and A is the matrix with the incorrect determinant. 
(a) If det, A # 0, then M is either a wheel or M has both F, and F,* 
as minors. 
(b) Ifdet, A = 0, then M is either a whirl or M has both Cl: and U: as 
minors. 
Proof Suppose det, A # 0. If e(A) is a cycle, then M is a wheel. If G(A) 
is not a cycle, we may reduce A as in the proof of Corollary 4.1. The 
reduction process stops with a’ = [I 1 A ‘1, w  h ere nonsingular and symmetric 
A i has order k = 3 or 4. Now k = 3 is not possible since it would require A ’ 
to be singular. For k = 4 the proof of Corollary 4.1 establishes FT as minor 
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of M, and by the symmetry of A i F, must be a minor of M as well. Finally 
M is regular if it is a wheel, and a regular matroid cannot have F, or FT as a 
minor (see Section 5). This proves the two cases to be mutually exclusive. 
Now suppose det, A = 0. Analogous arguments show M to be a whirl or 
to have U: and U: as minors. A whirl is representable over GF(3) while Vi 
and Vi are not, so both cases are mutually exclusive. m 
Finally we should mention the following relationships between the 9i of 
Theorem 4. While both 9, n 9’* and & f7 B’j are empty, 9, and 9X do 
have easily characterized common elements. A matrix B of 9, is square if 
and only if G(B) (which is a graph of type H,) has all 1 Qi 1 odd. Such B can 
be signed so that every (k - 1) x (k - 1) submatrix of the resulting k x k A 
has non-zero determinant over GF(3). Hence these matrices constitute the 
common elements of 9, and B’J. Furthermore, some submatrices of B E 9z 
occur in gj. For example, 
i 1 1 0 1  E93 
1 0 
is a submatrix of B where G(B) is a graph of type H, with ) Q, ] = 1 Q, I= 2. 
In the next section Theorem 4 is specialized to the case of a GF(2)- 
representable M. The gi are then replaced by 2i, i = 1,2, 3, which are 
pairwise disjoint in contrast to the .9i. Furthermore, no BE 3, is a proper 
submatrix of some B E gj, for 1 & i, j < 3. 
5. GF(2)- AND GF(3)dtEPRESENTABILITY 
Results of the preceding section can be significantly strengthened when M 
is required to be GF(2)-representable (i.e., binary). We first note the well- 
known fact that a matroid is GF(2)- and GF(3)-representable if and only if it 
is regular, where regularity is most conveniently defined as follows. A 
matroid is regular if it has a real representation matrix A with totally 
unimodular A (i.e., every square submatrix 2 of A has det x = 0 or f 1). The 
latter condition is equivalent to the requirement that every partial represen- 
tation matrix 8 of M can be turned into a totally unimodular representation 
matrix of M by signing. Let 9 be the set of square { 0, f 1) matrices D that 
have every submatrix totally unimodular except for D itself. 
LEMMA. 8 (Camion [5]). Every DE ~9 is Eulerian, det D = f2, and 
Ci., D, = 2 (mod 4). 
Additional interesting properties of D E ~9 may be found in [IO]. We may 
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partition 9 as follows. Detine gr to be the set of D E g that have exactly 
two non-zero entries in each row, and let gj = g - g2. With the above 
observations one easily establishes the following lemma. 
LEMMA 9. Let 3 = [Z 1 B] with square {0, 1 } B represent M over GF(2), 
and suppose A is derived from B by signing. Then a almost represents M 
over GF(3) and A is the matrix with incorrect determinant if and only if 
A E a. 
We now specialize Theorem 4 to the case at hand, then show that the 
resulting Theorem 5 unities Tutte’s famous characterization of regular 
matroids and Camion’s result cited above. To this end we define the 
following sets of {0, 1) matrices. 
9 
1 
= B B is a (0, 1 } matrix; G(B) is a graph 
I I of type H, where all 1 Qi] are odd I ’ 
9 
2 
= B B is a (0, 1 } matrix; G(B) is a graph 
I I I of type H, with odd number of spokes ’ 
(8) 
2’, = {B 1 B is the support of some D E gj}. 
THEOREM 5. Let B = [I 1 B] with (0, 1 } B represent M over GF(2). Then 
M is regular if and only if B does not contain a submatrix I? E pi, i = 1,2, 
or 3. 
Proof: We need only show that the second condition is equivalent to (a) 
and (b) of Theorem 4. We may rephrase condition (a) of Theorem 4 as 
follows: No square submatrix 8 with at least three non-zero entries in some 
row can be signed to become z such that [I 1 A] almost represents minor 
M\Y,/X, of A4 over GF(3) and 2 is the matrix with incorrect determinant. 
By Lemma 9 we may equivalently say that no submatrix g of B can be 
signed to become a D E g3. But 2: is precisely the set of such excluded B. 
For (b) we note that a(M, B) of Theorem 4 must be the zero vector here 
since A4 is GF(2)-representable. Now a graph of type H, (Hz) cannot be 
signed to become O-balanced if and only if all 1 Q,] are odd (if and only if it 
has an odd number of spokes). Hence Theorem 4(b) is equivalent to the 
requirement that B has no submatrix BE 3, U 22. 1 
COROLLARY 5.1 (Tutte [ 12, 131). GF(2)-representable matroid M is 
regular if and only if M does not have F, or FT as minor. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3 and Corollary 4.1 
since Vi is a minor of U: and Ui. One may, however, prove Corollary 5.1 
directly from Theorem 5 as done in [ 111. In that approach far fewer cases 
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need be considered than for Corollary 4.1. In particular, M has both F, and 
FF as minors when B of @ has a submatrix BE 9, U 2j. Furthermore M 
has F, (FT) as minor when B has a submatrix BE .J?& and when node 0 of 
G(g)), which is a graph of type H,, corresponds to a column (row) of B. i 
The following result unifies Tutte’s characterization of regular matroids 
and Camion’s results for totally unimodular matrices. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let % be the set of {0, 1) matrices with the following 
property: Each B E 2 cannot be signed to become totally unimodular, but 
such signing is possible for every proper submatrix of B. Then the pi, 
i = 1, 2, 3, of (8) form a partition of 2. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3 and 7 no B E s,, i = 1,2, or 3, can be signed to 
become totally unimodular, but every proper submatrix of such B can be so 
signed. Hence lJl= i B( c 3. The reverse containment follows from 
theorem 5. Finally 2i and sZ are obviously disjoint. But each B E 23 has 
at least four non-zero entries in some row by Lemma 8, so 2, is disjoint 
from 9, as well as A?),. I 
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